The big book of masturbation: From angst to zeal

Start by marking “The BIG Book of Masturbation” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Presenting masturbation from a variety of perspectives and disciplines throughout history, Martha Cornog offers a thoughtful and intelligent look at...
the realities and controversies that surround this universal activity. The Big Book of Masturbation encourages readers to relinquish any angst they may have about solo sex and take a zealous look at its impact on culture and m Presenting masturbation from a variety of perspectives and disciplines throughout history, Martha Cornog offers a thoughtful and intelligent look at the realities and controversies that surround this universal activity. Masturbation has been looked down upon, revered, prescribed by doctors, and, most importantly, used since the dawn of time. Our ancestors had ways of masturbating that were actually very similar to ours, if not even more ingenious. Dildos have been around since the Upper Paleolithic era, vibrators were allegedly first created by Cleopatra, and men have been trying to keep an erection with different techniques for a very long time. Beyond his BDSM proclivities and love of sodomy, the Marquis De Sade engaged in the sort of strange, fetishistic, and degenerate sexual techniques that would only make it into our most hardcore pornography. Once considered insane and put in mental institutions for 30 years, the Marquis de Sade has now become a sexual hero. Books of The Times. A Newly Published Story for the New Way We Read Sylvia Plath. Carnegie Hall’s Contemporary Music Master Will Go to Berkeley. When did teenage angst and arrogance begin? Many baby-boomers, still fighting over the legacy of the 1960s as they lurch toward retirement, think of themselves as products of the rock ‘n’ roll rebellion that shattered the bourgeois proprieties of the 1950s. Chronicled in song and witnessed by the new electronic media, the impudent saga of the ’60s counterculture seemed unique. Jon Savage's massive new book, “Teenage: The Creation of Youth Culture,” provides the prequel. There has in fact been wave after wave of youthful defiance - Savage begins his study in the 19